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In a reent IBVS note, Van Cauteren's (2001) presented ruial, but un�ltered lighturves of V802 Aql [GSC 5119 948, �(2000) = 18h58m54:s8, Æ(2000) = �03Æ01011:005℄. Theyshow a shallow elipse urve with an amplitude of only 0.35 mags, yet there was a totalelipse of long duration (0.1 phases). These harateristis reveal an extreme mass ratiosystem in a state of over ontat like AW UMa and V902 Sgr. Suh binaries may be intheir �nal phases of oalesene into a single FK Comae/Blue Straggler-type stars. AlsoV802 Aql has a period of only 0:d2677, making it the smallest of this rare group of binaries.Consequently, we inluded it as an important target on our observing run at CTIO inChili. Our B,V,R,I light urves were taken at using a 0.9-m reetor with the CFIM T2KCCD amera (quad mode) and standard UBV RI �lters. The observations were takenby RGS and DRF on 6,7 and 9 June 2002; 130 in B, 160 in V, 147 in R, and 148 in Iin the Johnson-Cousins system.The stars GSC 5119 964 (�(2000) = 18h58m55:s0, Æ(2000) = �03Æ0205200) andGSC 5119 358 (�(2000) = 18h58m45:s9, Æ(2000) = �03Æ0402500) were used as omparisonand hek stars, respetively. A �nding hart of V802 Aql (V), the omparison (C) andhek star (K) are given in Figure 1. The light urves and olor urves of the variableare given in Figure 2 as normalized ux versus phase. In addition to the harateristismentioned above, our urves display a depressed primary maxima, (0.06 mag in B), sug-gesting the presene of heavy spot ativity whih would drive the oalesene via magnetibreaking.Three mean epohs of minimum light were determined from U,B,V,R,I elipse timingusing parabola �ts: HJD MIN I =2452432.7562�0.0002HJD MIN II=2452431.8216�0.00081=2452434.8976�0.0011We alulated the following linear ephemeris from our observations:HJD Tmin I = 2452432:7571(2) + 0:267532� 0:000042 d� E; (1)A linear �t to all available timings of minimum light gave:HJD Tmin I = 2452432:7570(4) + 0:26769479� 0:00000011 d� E (2)
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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Figure 3.
Equation 1. is not onsistent with Equation 2. and may indiate that the period isdereasing. This is the expeted senario, sine the period should derease as the massratio beomes more extreme.Photometri spetral types have been determined from standard star observations onthe June 9 2002. V802 Aql is of K0 to K2V type, its omparison star is G8 to G9Vtype (V = 12:645 � 0:008; B � V = 0:762 � 0:006) and the hek star is G9 to K2Vtype (V = 13:418 � 0:006; B � V = 0:842 � 0:007). The V and B � V magnitudesfor the variable was 12.547�0.003 and 0.810�0.004 at phase 0.25 and 12.860�0.004, and0.827�0.004 at phase 0.5, respetively. From this we �xed the surfae temperature of themore massive omponent in light urve synthesis to be 5000 K.Our preliminary Binary Maker 2.0 (Bradstreet, 1992) �ts gave a mass ratio of 0.16.The results of the modeling provided input parameters for a omplete simultaneous 5olor syntheti light urve solutions with the Wilson Code (Wilson & Devinney, 1971;Wilson, 1990, 1994). Our urves have not been transformed to the standard system butexperiene has shown that this introdues only minor hanges in the models. Our resultsinlude a seondary temperature of 5120 K making the system, surprisingly, of W-type.The Rohe-lobe �ll-out was 30% and the mass ratio was 0.1608 � 0.0002. The spottedregion had a olatitude of 67Æ, a longitude of 281Æ, a spot radius of 20Æ and a temperaturefator of 0.918. The spot was modelled on the more massive omponent. Our solution isshown overlaying the data in Figure 1. A geometrial representation of V802 Aql is givenin Figure 3.We would expet that the period is undergoing a onstant derease and the mass ratiois beoming more extreme. Plate arhival searhes and future monitoring of this systemare needed to on�rm the behavior of the system's orbital period.
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Figure 4.
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